Travel to Cambridge Biomedical Campus, by Bike

Cambridge has the highest levels of cycling in the
country. It’s part of the local culture and is often the
quickest, most reliable way to get around the City.
Cycling is a very popular way to get to Campus with
many people cycling from across the City, nearby
villages or the Park and Ride sites; some cycle 10
miles or more. Cycling to work is a good way to get
some exercise and to get refreshed.

Histon approximately 45 minutes
via City Centre, River Cam,
Chesterton and Guided Bus path

The route to Campus—besides the Guided
Busway. A great way to start the day.

Cycling is also a good way to get from Cambridge
Station to Campus, but taking a bike on the train to
and from Cambridge can be difficult. If you intend
being a regular cyclist in Cambridge a good option is
to buy or hire a bike to keep in Cambridge. There is
an excellent multi-storey free cycle park to the right
of the station exit, with space for 3,000 bikes.

Bottisham

Cambridge Station
approximately 10 minutes
cycle via Guided Bus path.

The plan shows cycle routes including
numbered National Cycle Routes.
Route 11 passes through the Campus.
Free cycle maps are available on
Campus and from the City Council
and on-line from the County Council
website.

Babraham Road Park and Ride
site approximately 10 minutes
cycle via Babraham Road path.

There are attractive off-road routes
direct into Campus from Trumpington
area, the Shelfords and the railway
station and the new route along Hills
Road is expected to be one of the
best such facilities in the country.
OWL Bikes provide a bike maintenance facility on
Richard Howe Way on site. It is important to keep
your bike in good condition. To book your bike in or
check times call 01223 839 580 or pop along and see
them on site .

Cycle Parking is in high
demand on Campus, but
you should be able to find
a spot in a secure
compound (as above) or
open to the general public
(as below).
Always lock your bike well.

Shelfords approximately 10
minutes cycle via Genome path

Harston approximately 30 minutes
cycle via Trumpington Road Park &
Ride site and A10 path
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Cycle Streets provide an on-line journey planner to help you plan your route.
You can specify the type of route you prefer—fastest, balanced or quietest .

